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The resistivity of a field reversed configuration in a theta-pinch with slow rising current was

investigated during the turbulent phase from the moment of field reversal until end of plasma radial

implosion. This transport coefficient was obtained in a hydrogen plasma by local measurements with

magnetic probe and compared to numerical calculations with Chodura resistivity and evolution of

lower hybrid drift instability. The values of resistivity are higher than those predicted by classical

binary collision. During early phase of confinement, the doubly layer structure of current sheath in

the low electric field machine was theoretically well reproduced with anomalous collision frequency

calculated with Chodura resistivity that provides appropriate conditions for onset of lower hybrid

drift instability and the regular evolution of pinch. The plasma dynamic, radial profiles of magnetic

field during the radial compression and resistivity values were equally close to those observed by the

measurements. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3698405]

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that transport processes in theta-pinch

plasmas are dominated by turbulence. This turbulence has

been associated with evolution of microinstabilities driven

by various sources of free energy. On early simulations, the

evolution of lower hybrid drift instability (LH) showed to be

adequate to explain the smooth radial profile of the magnetic

field in the current sheath during the implosion phase of

theta-pinches.1–3 Later studies have indicated that this insta-

bility is stabilized by finite beta and, therefore, should con-

centrate only at periphery of the current layer in a field

reversed configuration (FRC).4,5 Experimentally, no evi-

dence of LH was observed in a FRC by CO2 heterodyne scat-

tering, even in low beta region at edge of configuration.6–8

However, in a reconnection experiment, with field topology

similar to FRC’s, LH was observed at the edge of the current

sheet by local measurements with internal electrical and

magnetic probes.9 Only this instability would not explain the

fast reconnection in the device and other instabilities such as

drift kink instability shows to be significant in the mecha-

nism.10 Recent studies shows the relevance of LH in recon-

nection process and FRC’s.11,12 Since its saturation level is

uncertain, the use of a scaling form for particle transport rate

is also suggested by other author.13

Resistivity is the coefficient normally used to character-

ize the turbulent plasmas in this field configuration. It can be

evaluated using internal probe measurements and, for hot

plasmas, combining non-perturbative diagnostics with nu-

merical calculations.14–16 The values are usually higher than

predicted by Spitzer formula based in fully ionized plasma in

strong magnetic field.17 Particularly for FRC, two formula-

tions have been used in numerical calculation of this anoma-

lous resistivity: the Chodura resistivity and the other derived

from Ohm’s law and Maxwell equations sometimes written

in scaling form.18–22 They have been successfully used to

describe flux losses and equilibrium in this configuration.

The present work reports the resistivity estimation in a

field reversed configuration produced in a theta-pinch device.

For a wide range of initial hydrogen gas pressure, this pa-

rameter was calculated from internal magnetic probe signals

and numerical simulation in a numerical code where ions are

taken as particle and electron as massless fluid. The analysis

extended from the initial reversed field phase until the end of

radial implosion phase. Two approaches were used to calcu-

late anomalous collision frequency: the first one based on

evolution of microinstabilities and the second the Chodura

resistivity. Microinstabilites could not reproduce numerically

the actual plasma dynamic. That was feasible combining

these two methods to calculate anomalous resistivity.

In FRC, the resistivity can be derived from Ohm’s law

E ¼ gJþ v� B that reduces to E ¼ gJ on magnetic axis

(B¼ 0) at r¼R.15,19,23 Since B ¼ Bêz and J ¼ Jêh in this

configuration, using Faraday’s and Ampere’s law we obtain

d/
dt
¼ � 2pR

l0

g
dB

dr

� �
r¼R

; (1)

where / ¼ �
Ð R

0
B2prdr. Internal magnetic probe is the

obvious diagnostic technique to measure this spatial and tem-

poral variation of the magnetic field if perturbations can be

reduced. This perturbation arises from the presence of conduc-

tor in the plasma, and most seriously, the contamination and

local plasma properties variation due to material produced by

plasma-surface interaction. In the present experiment, plasma

lasts for 1 to 2 ls with density and temperature �1016 cm�3

and 15 eV, respectively. Using quartz as probe jacket, the

belief time of the probe, taken as the time required to evapo-

rate material from the surface, is around 10 ls, higher than

plasma existence.24 Precaution to perturbation due finite con-

ductivity of probe material in the plasma was done reducing

probe size in proportion of 1/70 of plasma dimension.a)Electronic mail: mkayama@uol.com.br.
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II. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The numerical code used is a version of 11
2

dimension

(space-time, r-t) hybrid code AURORA with inclusion of an

electron impact ionization model. The model assumes two

bound states n¼ 1 and n¼ 2 and the continuum (n � 3) with

collisional excitation and collisional de-excitation between

bound states. Between bound states and continuum, the pro-

cess is collisional ionization and radiative recombination.25–27

Ions are taken as particles distributed initially in simulation

grid according to a Maxwellian and electrons as a massless

fluid. The massless electrons assumption excludes the possi-

bility of LH fluctuations since LH is proportional to 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
me
p

.

The electron effects are expressed in terms of a anomalous

electron-ion collision frequency. The Vlasov equation is

solved to calculate evolution of ion distribution function

fiðr;w; tÞ. The equation of motion of each species is

mi
dw

dt
¼ eEþ w� B

l0c
� P; (2)

mene
dve

dt
¼ 0 ¼ �ene Eþ w� B

l0c

� �
�rpe � neP; (3)

where ni ¼
Ð

fiðr;w; tÞd3w; vi ¼ ð1=niÞ
Ð

wifiðr;w; tÞd3w;
P ¼ e~gJ is the momentum transferred from ions to the elec-

trons per ion per unit of time due to collisions and ~g is the resis-

tive tensor calculated according to g ¼ me�=ne2; � is the

(anomalous) collision frequency, and pe ¼ nekTe is the pres-

sure. Field equations are Maxwell’s equations without displace-

ment current term. Two approaches were used for collision

frequency �. The first one was the empirical Chodura collision

frequency given by18

�?;k ¼ c?;kxpi½1� expð�jVd?;dkj=f?;kcsÞ�; (4)

where cs ¼ ðckTe=miÞ1=2;Vd is the drift velocity, and c and f
are adjusting parameters. The second one accounts the evolu-

tion of three microinstabilities: Buneman two-stream, ion

acoustic, and LH. Only the latter showed to be relevant to

reproduce the actual theta-pinch dynamic. Its growth rate

(Vd > cs) is given by

cLH ¼
xpiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ x2
pe=x

2
ce

q expðvs=VdÞ; (5)

with saturation level eLH ¼ 0:01nimiV
2
d=ð1þ x2

pe=x
2
ceÞ.

The simulation condition was based on the first strong pinch

of the experiment that occurs on the third half-cycle of exter-

nal current. Initial ionization fraction of gas a ¼ ne=n0 was

varied in the range of 0.15–0.9, with uniform ionization or

according to a expð�r=ciÞ2, where ci is a adjusting coeffi-

cient. The latter with ci¼ 3.5 and r in the range of 0–3.7 was

used in order to reproduce experimental lift-off time of cur-

rent sheath. The number of particles was 5000 particles and

simulation time step 5 ns. The current in the simulation coil

evolves according to under damped RLC circuit with no cou-

pling between circuit and plasma according to low coupling

found in the experiment.

The evolution of plasma implosion was well reproduced

in the simulation combining Chodura and LH calculations

for anomalous collision frequency. The first reproduces the

multi-structured current sheath of the experiment at the be-

ginning of implosion and the latter the dynamic of the implo-

sion. Calculations with only LH results in fast implosion

with sharp current and density profile, close to zero resistiv-

ity description, different of those observed in the experiment

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was in a theta-pinch with 20 cm long

coil and a Pyrex discharge tube with a¼ 3.7 cm inner radius.

It operates without a crowbar, i.e., the current has a damped

sinusoidal waveform with 14.7 ls rise time (quarter of pe-

riod). The first pinch occurs during current rising of the third

half cycle (HC) and repeats on forward HC of the dis-

charge.28 For the present study, we worked on the third HC

where the peak magnetic field is 11 kG and azimuthal elec-

tric field at discharge wall is 76 V/cm. External magnetic

probes showed no significant variation on signals with and

without plasma, indicating small coupling between plasma

and the discharge circuit. The reversed bias magnetic field

is the field frozen to the plasma at the end of the previous

HC. The intensity varies from 0.8 to 1.2 kG depending on

the initial pressure of hydrogen varied in the range of

45–150 mTorr. The plasma temperature varies in the range

of 10–20 eV and density �1016 cm�3, calculated using pres-

sure balance equation with assumption of mass conservation.

The measurements were performed with various magnetic

probes, winded in cavities of a molded epoxy structure, each

probe with dimensions around 1 mm in diameter and 3 mm

long. The whole set was inside a 5 mm quartz tube in radial

direction in the discharge tube. A minimum of three signals

on each radial position were used for analysis, with appropri-

ate correction of amplitudes due to small variations of capac-

itor bank charging voltages and the delay due to the jitter on

the spark-gap.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The code was run with various bias field intensity and

showed a linear increase of lift off time with bias field in the

same plasma initial condition. The initial ionization had no

noticeable effect on the plasma dynamic since fully ioniza-

tion is rapidly established in the current sheath. At initial

times of implosion, the current sheath calculated with micro-

instabilities is highly conductive and its radial profile is

sharply defined at null point. With Chodura resistivity with

ck ¼ 1.2, c? ¼ 2.2, fk ¼ 1.0, and f? ¼ 4.0, this profile is broad,

close to the experimental one, as shown in Fig. 1. In this fig-

ure, time is normalized to theoretical pinch time s taken as

the interval from the moment the null field point leaves the

wall until the moment it reaches the minimum. The experi-

mental value of pinch time sX carries more uncertainty and

an estimated value of 0.1 is implicit in the normalized time

t=sX shown in the figure. Electrons are concentrated at null

field point but ions are distributed from this point until

almost close to the wall. That distribution was found in all

filling gas pressure of the experiment, carrying different bias

field from previous half cycle of the external current. In the

limit of confidence in regard to the diagnostic, no clear
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relation could be established among the plasma features with

bias field intensity and gas pressure. A radial component of

electric field evolves in the sheath pointing toward axis and

presenting the same magnitude than the field in the azi-

muthal direction. Plasma resistivity in this phase is 100–180

times greater than classical Spitzer value and with value

around 0.4 mX m.

A combined calculation mode was used to reproduce ex-

perimental profiles after this initial phase of implosion. Calcu-

lation starts with Chodura resistivity and changes to

microinstabilities when Vd& 1:5cs around null field point.

Figure 2 shows the result of resistivity calculation using this

combined method. Calculations with only LH is shown for

comparison. These theoretical curves show the range between

minimum and maximum values calculated from mean value

and standard deviation around the null field point. The com-

bined mode of calculation is in close agreement with experi-

mental values. A multiplication factor in the range of 2–3 was

necessary in the LH growing rate (Eq. (5)) to achieve that

agreement. In the same figure, we have also the relative resis-

tivity g=gS normalized to Spitzer value. The resistivity value

at beginning of implosion is about g¼ (0.42 6 0.02) mX m

and at end of implosion g¼ (15 6 8) lX m. They correspond

to g=gS ’ 150 at early phase and g=gS ’ 10 at end of implo-

sion. On early phase, experimental resistivity is one order

higher than LH calculations. At the end of implosion and be-

ginning of the equilibrium phase, the resistivity assumes the

values predicted by LH instability calculation.

Calculations in combined mode lead also to a good repro-

duction of radial profile of magnetic field in the experiment. That

is shown in Fig. 3, where theoretical profile are superimposed to

experimental points. They correspond to the time during implo-

sion t=s¼ 0.6 and at end of this process t=s¼ 1.0. Here, we

have again the uncertainty on the experimental values of pinch

time and an estimated uncertainty of 0.1 is implicit in these ex-

perimental data points. The good agreement is found on the time

evolution of magnetic field profiles, with a small time lag

between theory and experiment.

The corresponding evolution of the pinch of this figure

is shown in diagram shown in Fig. 4. After the lift off from

the wall until the end of implosion, the resistive plasma

remain distributed, forming a broad current profile. Behind

the magnetic piston, a small amount of ions remains with

FIG. 1. Theoretical and experimental radial profiles of current density pro-

files (solid line) and electron density (dashed line) during early phase of ra-

dial implosion. Time is normalized to s and sX , respectively, the theoretical

and experimental implosion time.
FIG. 2. Plasma resistivity at null field point during implosion phase.

(a) Shaded area represents maximum and minimum calculated using LH and

Chodura-LH. Experimental values are at 45/60/120 mTorr hydrogen gas

pressure. (b) Correspondent maximum and minimum of resistivity normal-

ized to Spitzer value gS.

FIG. 3. Theoretical radial profile of axial component of magnetic field and

experimental points at t=s¼ 0.6 and t=s¼ 1.0 with s¼ 0.50 ls.
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higher speed. A electric field in radial direction is formed

between electron species at the front and ions at back of pis-

ton with intensity comparable to the electric field in azi-

muthal direction.

V. CONCLUSION

The implosion phase of a slow rising reversed field

theta-pinch was investigated with magnetic probe measure-

ments and 11
2
-D computer simulation of a hybrid code. The

initial bias field intensity was between 0.8 and 1.2 kG in

hydrogen plasma generated with gas pressure between 45

and 150 mTorr. The experimental plasma dynamic was well

reproduced with simulation where anomalous collision fre-

quency was calculated using initially Chodura resistivity and

LH after the instant that drift speed is slightly higher than

acoustic speed. Calculation of resistivity with the algorithm

showed to be adequate to reproduce the experimental obser-

vations of current density radial profile with electron at front

region of magnetic piston and ion species at its back forming

two distinct peaks on the profile. The theoretical calculation

of anomalous resistivity values using this combined mode

was close to those obtained from analysis of magnetic probe

measurements. Resistivity starts with high values at the be-

ginning of implosion and reduces during the implosion. The

radial profiles of the magnetic field was also in close agree-

ment to the experiment when this combined mode to calcu-

late the resistivity was used in the simulation.
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